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Saga to be Replaced ?

Food Service Bids Submitted
lh ChH•n J Oought>rly

(',_ "'iew<; Editor
One of the fa vonte pastimes of
dorm students is speculating on
whether Saga f<'ood Service will
ever be upgraded or replaced
This speculation has reached a
fevered pitch recently as
representatives of other catermg
corporations have been in
evidence in the cafetena surveying and estimating the nee<'; of
students before submitting bids
to Edward F' Schaeffer. Vice
President for Business.
Schaeffer confirmed that
Saga's contract is up for renewal
and that it is not unusual to solicit
bids from other corporations
such as IT&T and Stouffer's Food
Service. Schaeffer also confirmed that the Faculty Service
Committe wac; investigating the

present food operation on behalf
of staff members who feel it
could be upgraded. Schaeffer
sa1d that the lowest bid for food
preparation is not automatically
accepted.
In answer to the charges that
the kitchen facilities are inadequate because they have not been
enlarged since the construction
of Murphy Hall, Schaeffer said
that Saga has not petitioned for
capital improvements during his
tenure here and that there are
unused ovens and refrigeration
facilities at present.
When asked about what happened to plans for redecoration of
the cafeteria which were unveiled several years ago, Schaeffer said that, "they never really
gelled" and that "an interior design firm has been retained" to

de-vise plans for making the dining surroundmgs less forbidding.
In recent weeks there have
been rumors that the Faculty
Dining Room is subsidized from
the Room and Board charges of
students; Schaeffer said that this
is "totally untrue" . The Vice
President for Business asserted
that it has been his policy for
each division of the University,
1 i.e
Rodman, bookstore l to
maintain itself on its own budget
and financial resources. Schaeffer said that he and his staff are
constantly re-evaluating student
services and that a decision on
the food service contract will be
reached by the end of May. He
welcomes s tudent input into
student service planning for the
future.

~" "n 'v"r" (played by
"Take Me To The Fair ", conv inces three knig hts
<Tyrone McBee, Mark Zemba, a nd Joe Gibbons) to c h a llenge Lancelot to a j ou st in the Little Theatre's production of "Came lot", a musical set In m e die val times. The
play will be put on F riday, Saturday, a nd Sunday at 8 :30
in the L ittle Theatre. Doors open at 8 : 15 and admission is

FEES INCREASE NEXT YEAR
Laboratory , parking, and
several other university fees w1U
be slightly higher beginning in
September, the Business Office
has announced
Lab fees. which cover the costs
of chemicals and other materials
used, will go from S20 to S25 The
parking fee is being increased
from $15 to $20 per semester.
Other fee increases will be
from $5 to $10 for late registration, from $2 to $5 for course
changes <now to be known as
"change in registration">. and
from $4 to $7 tor the M1ller Analogies Test admm1stered' by the
Counseling and Testing Center.
"Many fee charges have not
been changed over long periods
of time while the cost of providing S<'rvices has risen cons iderably." said Edward F. Schaefer ,

vice president for business. " The
upgrading of the fee schedule
reflects more accurately the
actual, out-of-pockets cost to the
university of providing a given
service."

Band Concert
The J ohn Carroll Univer sity Stage a nd Concer t
Bands will presen t the ir
spring concer t on Friday,
April 30 at 7 :30 p.m . in
Kulas Auditoriu m. T ickets
are 50 cents for students
a nd $1.50 for adults an d
may be purc hased from
a ny ba nd me mber a nd at
the door the night of the
concer t.

Rybka Faces Hostile Senate
By Owrn .I. n ouJ!hcrty
At the Student Union meeting
on April 20. nominations for the
new Student Union Board of
Directors were confirmed after
protracted and heated debate.
The new directors are: Ann
Mannen and Steve O'Keefe P arents' Weekend and Orientalion ; Phil Hartman -· WUJC; Joe
llaytas and Paul Gallot - Film
~nes ; 'ferry :;wuvaaa • tcatba-

Bells To Toll On July 4th
R' Patr ict' \ -.lward
On Juiy 4th, 1776." a messenger
ran up the stairs of the Pennsylvania statehouse to the belfry.
Crowds of people were looking up
to the bell, waiting to hear if the
representatives had voted to
declare independence. At 2:00
p.m , the first notes were echoing
the countryside, "proclaiming
liberlv throughout the land "
In a symbolic celebration of
our nation's bicentennial birthday. on July 4th, a historic tolling
of bells nationwide will take
place. at 2 p.m. £<~astern Daylight
Savings Time. communities all
over the United States and it's
territories will be ringing to commemorate the exact moment the
Liberty Bell proclaimed independence 200 years ago. Churches.
firehouses. universities, and individuals will let go the sound for 2
minutes representing the first 2
centuries of our nation. Radio

and television have been asked to
broadcast lbe significant occasion.
The Liberty Bell wi11 ring once
again at precisely 2:00 p.m. to
start off the sounding of the bells.
A national celebration will be
conducted by the Sons of the

(

Revolution at Independence National Park, where the Liberty
Bell is now kept. The sound will
be electronically amplified because of the crack in the bell.
To our interest. the bells of
Grassselli Tower will toll to take
part in the historic celebration.

Presid entia l Poll T a ken

The Political Science Club in
conjunction with Dr. Gawiser of
the Political Science Department
and Mr. Grasko of the Computer
Center recently conducted a
Presidential Preference Poll A
random survey of 159 undergraduates revealed that 49.7 percent of those responding regard
themselves as democrats, 16.3
percent regard themselves as
Republicans and 28.7 percent of
those interviewed regard themselves as independents.
Gerald Ford was preferred by
25.5. percent of those responding

\

l''ord was strongest w1th men
and underclasspersons. Jimmy
Carter was second, favored by
14.4. percent of those responding.
Carter also was strongest with
men and underclasspersons .
Coming in third with a surprisingly solid 10.7 percent of the
straw vote was Morris Udall.
Udall was favored most often by
women and upperclasspersons.
The non-candidate Hubert
Humphrey placed fourth with 6.9
percent of those responding
followed by Reagan, Wallace,
Jackson. and Kennedy.

kellar and Game Room; Mary
Ann Garbo- Fee Cards; Dennis
Lane - Special Events ; Timothy
Freeman - Publicity ; Pat
Murray - Legal Aid; Joe Fornal Room One; John Musial - Social
Affairs; Dan Patalita - Internal
Affairs; Nancy Looney - Intercollegiate Affairs; Jane
Kvacek - Publications and Public
Relation$iunand Ruth Ann Hayniond •
f l'ftllit.
The debate over the competence of Rybka's nominees and
the decision making process
which he used in making their
appointments culminated in the
introduction of a bill which called
for the mandatory disclosure of
aU the names of those applying
for directorships, in order to
provide the Senate with a ll
pertinent information and enable
it to pass judgement on the President's ~oooinf~>PS . The bill oassed
and was 'subsequently vetoed by
the President on the ground that
it usurped the power of the office
of president and tipped the scales
in favor of the Senate.
TUesday evening a motion to
override the veto was introduced
and fell l wo votes short of
passing. During the course of debate Rob Herald made a n impassioned plea to preserve the power

a....... ..ailll' to ...... .... . .

balanced with the President's
right to appoint his own administration regardless of their
qualifications. Bill Gagliano
crystallized the issues by commenting that the bill was not
intended as a personal slur
against the President but that it
was written to strengthen the
checks and balances airea<iy present in the Union system. This
confrontation set the stage for
more spirited disagreement next
fall
The Union Person of the Year
Award ended in a tie and so a new
accolade was invented, Union
Couple of the Year consisting of
Dia ne Coolican and Harry
Rosenfield. Former Union
Secretary Elaine Yeip was voted
a special commendation for all
her contr ibutions to the Student
Union over the years.

Summer Renovation Planned

Extensive improvements to
campus grounds and buildings
are being planned for the sum·
mer.
·
One major project calls for
redecoration of the Snack Bar.
Two
physics
professors The present dark paneling will be
presented papers last week at the removed, the walls painted a
85th a nnual meeting of the Ohio bright color and new lighting
Academy of Sciences at Miami added.
Some remodeling will take
University in Oxford.
Dr. Harry Nash, department place in academic areas, prin·
chairman , explained optics cipally the School of Business.
demonstrations through the use Some rooms there will be air of a kit that involves audience conditioned and redesigned.
Floor tiling along the basement
participation.
Dr. Edward Carome spoke on corridor of the Ad. Bldg., will be
teaching "physics in a fine arts replaced, and a few lockers will
studio". It is presented in the be rem oved to provide seating
context of a fi ne arts studio niches along the corridor .
The main bot water system in
wherein the students employ concpets and techniques of physical Dola n Hall wiJI be replaced, Berscience a nd modern technology net will get new flourescent fixto p r oduce simpl e sculptur e tures along its corridors, and
pieces and other visual art forms. general painting and repair work

Abstract Physics

of the office of President intact
for future classes.
Kathy Baldoni, and Dave
Benacci deplored the secrecy
which surrounded Rybka's appointments and cited the bill to
force disclosure of aU directorship applicants as a means of
maintaining an open and responsive Student Union . The question simply put is whether the

will take place in all student residence ha lis.
Athletic - related improvements will include repair of two
handball courts and seeding of
the baseball infield and soccer
field .
Physical plant director John
Reali said the above represents a
partial Jist of swnmer projects
and that probably some additional projects will be undertaken

Mens Glee Club
Those interested in singIng in a Men's Glee Club
next s emester should meet
in Kulas Auditorium between 11:30 ud 1:00 on
Monday and Tuesday, May
3rd and 4th. AU are welcome.
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Profs Must Be Graded
Evaluations Assist All
By Palty La mit.' II
1l is an unfortunate imbalance in our educational
system that professors do not r<'Ceive grades from
their students. Not only do they miss feedback
which might give them ideas for improvement, but
th{·y are never commended for a job well -done.
The last ripple of concern about this matter occurred two years ago, when tne Student Union circulated a standardized teacher evaluation form to a
random sample of classes, Jo'or some reason the
procedure was never continued, and the University
is ignoring an important tool fo1· maintaining the
quality of instruction
There are several means of eliciting students'
candid opinions of a professor's performance.
Standardized methods such as the Princeton
evabaatlGD form are UHful far their tboro\llbne.U
:ma :monymity. anri he nhj£>Ctive format makE'~
stalisiJC<tl ana lysis po::.sJhle.

However it would be wise to combme the stand·
nrdizccl formal with a questionnaire. This would
give students the opportumty to evaluate instruc·
tion by their own criteria as well as by universal
norms. An i'lStruclor would do wPII to ask their
students why they are taking his course and what
they hope to gain from it. What do the students see
ns the professor's responsibilities to this end, and
has he fulfilled them? What are the students'
respon::;ibilities? Has he helpt'<l or inhibited his
students in fulfilling them'! Using the above
niteria, students should assign the professor a
grade for his work. Such questions not only steer the
professor in the nght diret•lion, but force students to
analyze their o\\11 educational attitudes and performance.

Enrollment statistics are a fairly obvious evaluation of a professor's long- run work . Although there
are some students who register with a professor for
reasons other than educational quality, most enrollment figures are a valid criterion. Total figures
must be considered, and running tabulations should
be kept throughout registration to see how rapidly
tbe course rills.
Even formal testing can be used as an evaluative
tool. Most people think of tests as measurements of
only the student's comprehension. but if well
constructed, they are also a good mdication of a
professor's ability to teach Students should be
asked to make up and answer tbeir own essay question on material not previously covered in the test.
This is effective to see what students consider
1mportant about the material. and gives the professor ideas (or revision in subsequent collN'~.
lnd\Vtduals at ttds University haW: made independent US(' of e'·al uative methods in the past.
but we must share these ideas and implement a systematic and continual teacher evaluation
procedure. The evaluations. whatever form tbey
take, should be available to administrative
superiors as well as the professors themselves
They should have a strong bearing on the decision to
grant tenure, and they should be used frequently by
tenured professors lo insure maintenance of quality.
The most important question is one the professor
should ask himself· ''Have I learned from my
students~" If he has fostered independent learning
and encouraged dialogue, if he is attuned to the
students' opinions as well as to his own. then he has
performed the ultimate service and learned some·
thing along tbe way.

Farewell Class of '76!
Letters to the Editor
Dr. Trace
To the r~ditor ·
I was impressed wrth Dave
Schultz's interview of Dr. Trace.
ll may have seemed a long piece.
but it was so informative and
interesting that the tenth did not
botber me at all I think we
should have mort> articles of this
caliber in the Carroll 1\ews. The
Carroll News is a good paper, but
it needs more intellectual articles
to r·enect our supposedly academic environment
Ada Jasinevicus

naccur

expenc:;es as well as repair equipment. Currentlv. there is no
equipment in need of repair. In
the budgets we present to the
Student Union and the University . we anticipate certain
repairs.
Should the mandatory fee card
fail this year, I am sure that
enough revenue will be gained
from the voluntary fee. If at least
the same effect is put mto fee
card sales as last yPar, the
Student Union Will have plenty of
cash
Sincerely,

·~~~~=......~~""'Tim lacolano·.~~"""""""'

To the Editor:
Tom :\1c:-;eill made some
inaccurate observations about
WUJC in his April 9 Carroll News
column . He said that "necessary
repairs in the radio station must
be delayed until receipts from
next year's fee card sales can be
made available." The reason 1
say he said it is because I did not.
Furthermore. it is not true
WUJC is in excellent condition
as far as equipment is concerned.
The radio station depends on the
Student Union to provide funds
for telephone service, broadcast
of JCU sporting events and other

Former· Oiredor, Wt1.JC

11zanl\ You
To all administrators, faculty,
students. and student organizations who with their work and assistance. their generositv and indulgence, contributed again immeasurably to the success of our
Language Days The Modern
Language Department hosted
close to 1800 students from 28 different high schools from April 6 •
9th . ll was your help which made
this possible. Thank you.
The Language
Day Committee

- - - - - - - - - - - B y Mike Manos

So1ne Student Behavior Found Intolerable
nrn a relative newcomer on this
campu This is my first y<'ar m at·
tendatwe I looked witb great ple.asure at
tht• opportunity to work and study at .John
Cnrroll . I felt my pos1tion as Ht'.ad
Rcsidtmt would bring me into close conk'lct
w1th many members of the umvt•rsity I
would not have had occasion to mel't and
such turned out to be the (•ase But there
are cerUlin impres.c;ions which have been
made on me that prompt the writing of this
t'olumn.
Over lhe months in res1dence at a
university ooe may develop a sense of the
mood of a campus.. A person can reel the
atmosphere wbich prevails. Some cam·
puses are depressing. Others are
apathetic. Some are lively and spirtted
John Carrollstudeots have given it a mood
separate (rom tbese.
Having talked with a number of
students. I 6od and feel that tbe lack of
maturity oi101De makes this university a
far less tban desirable place to live. Lack
ol respect far property, lack of respect for
people, and downright shallowness of

thought and personality are quite evident.
U>t me address myself to the males on
campus for I am in closer contact with
them . Some of these "men" Cwho. bv the
way. are already supposed to be out of
adolescence) feel it necessary to test and
prove their manhood by getting drunk and
mctting fights, I r someone is hurt, that
result doesn't seem to matter The in
stigator is not willing to take responsibility. Other "men" like to pull fire
alarms. The thoughtlessness of Ibis. if
there should happen to be a real emergency, ts not considered. At other times
some feel it necessary to scream as loud as
they can <something not worth repeating>
in front of the chapel, of all places, or in
the middle of the quad. and this at two,
three or four o'clock in tbe morning, not
thinking that students may be studying or
are simply sleeping and do not wish to be
awakened.
Another activity that some young
"men" engage in is throwing their garbage or even urinating out windows when
the disposal room and bathrooms are only

steps from their own rooms. They do not
clean up these unsightly messes. Someone
from the physical plant or the dorm staff
must do it. A favorite form of behavior is
to destroy university property. Broken
windows cost a great deal of money. Stolen
or broken mirrors are not inexpensive.
Removing one's frustrations by vandalizing is not a noble pastime.
A maxim of the judicial system claims:
"One intends the consequences of his
voluntary acts " I find that a number of
people on this campus are unwilling to
accept such consequences. I see students
who have no respect for their own person
reflected in their lack of appreciation of
others 1 find people here who should not
be in school because they are pampered
and mfantile and are unable to bear even
tbe simplest form of social responsibility. l
see college students who are still children
and r wonder after their own survival
when they must hold a job of their own and
when parents are not going to be near to
help tbem.
I oftentimes have reflected, as I am sure

others have, on the reasons for such behavior. I can find no legitimate excuses. I
can understand no reason for toleration.
Yet I know of no measures bv which to
control it save b)" the voluntary self control of the individuals involved. Value
for property and other lives arises from a
value of one's own life
To maintain healthy friendships, to grow
with others in strenlh of character, to
develop one's mind in learning, to discover
one's own personality and to influence a
future which holds a bright promise. these
are tbe things we must all strive toward.
God did not give us life for a vain purpose.
Each one is important and the trustee of
each life must not allow waste and
degradation of self.
I intend no self - righteous sermon by
Ibis letter. As I will be here only one year, I
wish only to leave my thoughts behind me.
I hope as well that others may re-examine
themselves and find within something of
worth and value which they can contribute
toward making themselves and John Carroll a spirited and fruitful place to spend
four years of one's life.
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The American Artist as Orphan
by David M. La Guardia
There is something in the
American imagination which
delights 10 the plight of the orphan. America's literature. for
example,
over£1ows with
loners. vagrants, voyagers,
seekers - actual and symbolic
orphans caught in a ritual of
endless shifting and mar euvering across the American continent.
But why? What clues in our
twisted national psyche lead to a
satisfactory explanation of the
orphan phenomenon? A study of
our literature, the multi-faceted
mirror of our culture, provides at
least a few answers.
When James Fenimore Cooper
created Natty Bumppo that
frontier - Tarzan in the now
almost forgotten "Leatherstocking Series." he gave artistic
shape to America's most enduring sub-literary hero. our
loveable pra arie orphan. the
cowboy If America has a neuroses. Cooper's famed loner is the
first literarv embodiment of its
symptoms' ;I'he frontier on which
Natty prefers to wander alone is
always just out of reach of
civilization What society he has
is always a male society· no
mothers, no pestiferous Aunts
chiding him to go to Sunday
school. no lovers.
By unleasing the trapper in his
soul and calling him Natty,
Cooper was able to live two lives:
on the one hand, the sophisticated
husband and father of four
daughters: on the other hand. the
independent, bachelor frontiersman. escaping with his savage
companion, Chingachook. to the
primieval American woods
This dichotomy between
needing to be ci"vilized and
domesticated, yet wishing to be
primitive and free may account
in part for the perennial restlessness in the American psyche. In
search of home and stability, the
American orphan sustains.
whether literally or figuratively,
in bodv or in mind. a conditaon of
perpetual movement. We seem a
country in a rush to get away
from ourselves.
Whatever it is 10 the American
imagination which delights in the
plight of the orphnn has craved
the cowboy as a symbol of heroic
vagrancy for generations. right
down to our TV. literature. Oan'l
Boone. Davy Crockett, Buffalo
Bill. Mall Dillon -each a vigilant
isolate. terribly masculine and
virile. often virginal, or at least
bachelor. As if vicariou~ly ex
perienC'ing through them his own
c;em:e of homelessness and loss.
the American television audience
has glutted itself on the countless
reincarnated .'\atty Bumppos
who have for del·adcs been shafting across the face of our culture
Even commercial advertising
capitnlizcs on the cowboy myth.
A n .ocent Plam Dealer feature
\\US titlt•d "Homl' on thl.' Hange ::"\obod~ Ropes Smokers 1.1ke

Marlboro ~ten" The ads depict a
virile male alone on the plains
with his trusty lariat and his
equally trusty cigarette: "We've
discussed the idea of a woman in
the ads." commented one Marlboro official, "But the minute you
put a gal in .. , you domesticate
the guy. You take away his
mystique. As of now, no one
knows if his is single. married, or
swings. We don't show his home.
We don't tell anything about lhe
guy. not even his name or where
he lives."
D.H. Lawrence captures the
dichotomy when he concludes
that the two great American
specialties are plumbing and
saving the world! Yet the
plumber prefers to see himself as
the Marlboro ~fan. not as the
grimy-fingered
American
tinkerer. The split is almost total.
The American as business man
and the American as frontiersman do not share the same
psyche comfortably
The result is that half of the
psyche alienates itself from the
other half. breaks off, becomes orphan and wanderer
Some of our most famous pieces
of literature record the break
msofar as they depict protagonists who are driven away from a
business culture toward a
vaguely described, yet unquestionably higher level of existence. Rip Van Winkle, Henry
David Thoreau, Huckleberry
Finn. Ishmael, Ike McCaslin,
Nick Adams are but a few of
Amcnca 's wanderin orphans.
The truta; technological America
might deduce from these cultural
misfits is that beneath the thin
skin of our sophistication, buried
in the deepest underbrush of our
psyches. we Americans conceal a
Huckleberry personality and the
need for a ~Iississippi raft.
ln his historical novel. Armies
of the Night, Norman :\1ailer concludes that "maybe it is only
when they are on the move that
Americans can feel anchored in
their memories.·· Perhaps
Mailer's contention is supported
in the recent boom of the recreational vehicle. that covered
wagon of modern technology.
into which climbs the summer vacation version of the frontier
family. itinerant city - slickers
"on the move'' West. with all the
plugged-in, tw·ned-on comforts of
home, ror a three week venture in
peaceful anonymity U our campfires burn with individually
wrapped, supermarket - purch:Jscd logs; if our escape to the
Americ:Jn prairie is replete with
electric blankets and portable
color televisions. who in anv
event can challenge the
authenticity of our need to
continue the ~earch for whatever
lt is "e do not ba\·e?
1 am not certaao that 1t is
necessary for us to agree with the
c!oumsrlay conclu~ion that every
day the average American drives
h1mself further into sch1zo
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phrenia. yet. an examination of
major American literary classics
surfaces a terL~ion in our cultural
~yche \\ hich threads its way
from Plymouth Rock through the
Revolution to today. Certainlv
America holds no monopoly on
human isolation. but the orphans
of our literature bear a
peculiarly Ameracan stamp. The
farther we travel into the maze of
our technological success story,
the more urgent seems our expression of unrest and discontent; if simplicity is what we
planted in those colonial days.
complexity is what we have
reap<>d, and our Ahabian drive
forward into a while
whaled
future is no less insistent than our
perennial and nostalgic search
backwards for the roots of an uncomplicated innocence which,
indeed. may never have existed.
The amage of the orphan persists through our literature like

some ghost aborted by the part of existential sanction of tt.e fron"The American Dream" it could tier to the abstract ubiquitous
not accept. a persistent alter ego, sanction or the dollar bill." We
the lonely and disinht>rited side of are a country or people long since
the full American corL~ciousne$S. rent~ved from frontier existence,
That commercialism should and the avaricious moneyed
infiltrate the American frontier society we have created conflicts
myth, however ironic. is not al- with our idealized setr - image.
together surprisin~ The Marl
boro Man may be a puppet cow
boy. yet his stnngs are maniAmerica has been conceived as
pulated by clever executives who
recognize a basic duality in the a great melting pot, a place. says
American spirit which they are de C'rcvccoeur. where "indiquite willing to exploit. The viduals of all nations are melted
simple truth is that however into a new race or men;" yet, a
much the American ima~ination more atcurate metaphor might
might wish to see 1tself In
the image of the itinerant wanderer at peace on the plain, we
are in fact. and have always portray us as a sprawling conbeen. a country whose fun- tinent of displacecl persons. each
damental ethic as business seekan~ an his own wandering
oriented '·American civiliza way, whcth('r by raft or horse.
Lion.··
comments
Norman camJ)('r or yacht. the elusive
Mailer. "has moved from the reality of orphanhood - HOME.

Owen J. Dougherty

Youth Vote Important Factor
As we end the school year, the
cauldron known as our Bicentennial Presidential Election is just
beginning to boil. Between
Senator Jackson and Governor
Carter. W(' have everything from
··scoop to nuts"
r unmn& Uu :J
President Ford is not
the nominee yet and
he still faces a stiff 1
challenge
from
Ronald Reagan in
Texas on Saturday.

-._,.r;;;

On the Democratic side. Jimmv
Carter will do well in Pennsyh·ania. but even after winning six
of the first
eight primaries
many strategists believe he will
be unable to be nominated on the
first or even subseq~ent ballots.
Hubert Humphrey is dusting off
his track shoes and appearing as
a spo1ler on the political hori..:on.
Jackson cannot mobilize the old
Roosevelt labor coalition and
Udall can not unify the diverse
liberal wings of th(' party: thus
making their bids for the
nomination a very long shot at
best. ..\ favorite son to watch dur·
ing the summer is Jerry Brown
who stands to win a hon's share
of the Cali£ornaa cielegates.
One of the most dbturbing
forecasts of clcctiori vear ac-tivism involves ~he· college
campus€'" across the nntlon.
:\lany naysayers feel youth will
ha\'c no perceptible Influence on
this eledaon 1 disagree wiU1 that
negative assessment on the basis
of graph1c shtfts since the last
~h..>ction. Up until 1972 young
pt~opl<' nge:- 18-30 accounted for
only 18 pt>rccnt of the population:
today, they account for 28 percent of the Amt•racan population.
Turnout rates of young people
also are dramatically on the upturn ln 1968 young people had a
turnout rate 15 perc(>nt less than
the national average, but by 1972
this turnout rate was only 9 percent less than the overa II
average. Because of the lowering

of the voting age and the mntura
lion of the baby boom. the votes
of college students today hnve
more power than they twvc ever
had

Wntergnte This summer we all
have a chance to show that young
pcople m·c inll•rested in more
than their own particular career
~oals and pct'Sonal happiness.
Bt•l·omc pol\\ica\ly active for the
i!.lll><l n! 1\w ('Ounh·y and !or your

war

and campus rebel ion
will not organize nre
misinformed Todav more than
ever. students realiie the deplorable stale of the job mark('! . A
college degree no longer guaran·
tees autr-matac attainm('nt of the
American dream Profc:.sional
schools ~ re clogged to overflow
ing prot- · rtion.~ causing man}
highly qualified students to be
shut out of the system , Students
realize that vested interests like
the American Medical Associa·
Lion are against building more
schools for purely selfish
economic reasons even though
we need doctors desperately.
During the Summer become involved with candidates who
merit your support. not mer('ly
on the national level. but on the
level of your congressaonal districts where rea I influence cnn be
exerled by like minded citizens.
Young people have not Clocked to
any candidate yet as they have 10
the past because they are more
discerning and
wary
ol
{:harisma. afraad of bPmg used
for mere political gam and not in
quest of ideals. This year more
than ~very your particip.1tion in
the political process as crucaal be·
cause of the cancer of cvmc1sm
which has grmm 111 the \\akc of
~tudents

Classified&
Summer lobs, unveulng tor ROf\P<Ohl cOf\
lUn\ll< 11roup. Oood ).lll~ry , coniKt Rlc.h
Tomlinson 6V 057~. I ~ w~cl<.days.
f'r..nch Club would l.ke to lh&nk ev~
who ~uppo110<1 rne F'rtnch Club Thll ....,
our ''"' ettrmpl to get organ r,.,d tor ncnrt
VIM, ;md from lht IOOkl Of lh l n~ ..,., Will
~>avo a much b"tt•• club 'The rnull' 01 the
Frrncn (lubrartlt hi prlteof ~~casn w.nl
to 5naron HUQ~ 2nd P<irt or French wo,.
-n• ro lofllo Brownong
Sun\h>ne, hep •hin•ng no molter wllat G.Y
Tllanks tcr lhe
McMvllvy end Bu\1Y
mtmor•H Sllall we mHI aoaon ar rhe sound
of the bells? Madamo X
ttev V1c, wt1et wds rn;u drink you llad In your
Mnd "' rne Prom? O~vt. 1 lhoUQhl yov knew
Nll<'ll !hal NU. •I w.ts PROM~nAOE.

SJO r-ard ro the P<'r5011 ""o found .1 qold
wn~ch on campus. C<1ll 191 5~7

Two ticket\ for .Johr> Denver conrerr Satur
cJay. MIIV 1 early oorformance Call Mdrk at
~81 7S<n
For Snle· 1966 Ch""Y lmplll& PS P8, AIR,
AU TO, 783 V 8 Eaw on II<'S Musl 5ell to
PAV bills Call Sr~ve ot I'll 5177
For Sale. F 5h~r XP 7S Sl)('al<er Stst~m 12"
ba\5, S • m•drllnQe J • lwe<!l~r S150 P•' r
PhOne I'll S408
FO<' Sale G ~Paul Custom IS37S 0<' an
Ep PhOn~ FT 550 1\C.~!Ic IIUolar S12SI C 11
Br IKf al 311 1'1.0
Four tockN~ for Oon R clo.ln Shcr,. at
Row to< ""e Friday, June 4 Ptr~ormance.
91rl row or bell•r c.. ll 41'1-7315 w. \t'll lor
lace va uu.

Come see

Dominic Perri
at Dowd Oldsmobile
New and Used . Cqrs
2900 Mayfield Rd.
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NOW.
Cotnplete Scientific Progranunability frotn
Hewlett--Packard for $30 less than ever before.

The ffi>-25: Just $165~

an electronic ~ltdt.> rule
you can program compk·tdv The rc:l:;<.W It
~~lws rcpc.•tiuvc problems
t.•asily :1nd qu1ckly
llcre'::; h\)W Swnch ro PRGM.
Enter tht• h·ysrrokt•-. you need w --olvc
your problem once and then tlip the PRO~ 1
s\\1tch to RL'N That'-.lt lh: only thtng you
have to do for each Iteration from then on ''
cnwr your va'!:lbles and pres~ the R!S (Run/
Stop) kcv It\ that stmpk·
Th~· H~'ult Rep<:tttl\'t.' problem.; arc..• no
longt.•r a r~·pt•titi,·e problt:m
But that's only pan ot the: HP-lS swry
Here's mort.• )ou can add to. check or cdu
your progri'n·b at will 'You can also wmc om··
second imcrruptioru. into vour program in

case vou want w l11)tc..· tntermedimc..• an!owers.
-\nd because the.: kt.>vcodc:. ot all prefixed
funwono; are merced. the 49-:.tep pro~ram
memt.ll"\' can ac[Uallv 'tore up to 147 kt·vsrrokes (Hnws that for a mcmorv cap:lciw'l
\\.1,ar\ more. you can store numbers in eight
data rcgbcer:.and perform 72 pre programmed
t"uncuon-. and operiluon-. 1\0gs. rng, mt.>;m
de\'lation... rectangular-polar con,·c..•r-.~nn:..
summatlc..lO~ vou naml' It) ~otto menuon
RPN log1c fixed dec1mal. soenufic and
cngint•enng noranon, and much much more
In fact if you wantt·d to know all the
HP- ZS nm do for vou it would rake a lxx>k
But dl'n't worrv. we\'l' alrcad\· wntten one125 pagcs·worth-Ju~t chock full of apphcauons programs and problem soluunns. Such
as Al~ebra and :-.luml:>t:r Theol"\', :-\umc:ncal
)'..lcrhod~. Statistic-; e\'Cn Gam<::. In dc..•tail

And don't forget the besr news. The
pnce The HP-2S w<ls an exceptiOnal value ar
$195 Rtghr no\\ n'san our-and-0ut bargain
:u SI6S!'
The HP-25 There's never hccn a calculator w1rh this kmJ of capabilltV .u this kind
uf n low price bdort'. with HP's name on it.
And vou know what that means Design.
rx·rfClrmance and a back up support system
vou JU5t can't get anywhere else
The HP-25 ~~almost ccrtmnly <lvailable
m your college bookstore. If not. call
800-538-7922. (ln Calif. 800-662·9862)
toll-free ro find our the name of vour nearest

HEWLETT~ PACKARD
~f"t

Ct)t;;F

l'~lh'

S.1!~••ttd

"'Su~\1N

PtuntraJ.,"' A•ocf\1.111: t.:ur-oruno CA

W'tvttr- rto"'

'C''''' pucr

t<tdud•"'l: o.ppiKJ'N.r

COC"·~oMnuj ll

')

q~i)H

tn oific~~ '" b\ (oun1u(' ..

"•'r llnd Foc-.tll.h h -

A!~h~ bt H.a.~ t

lf'ilt'
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Annual Harry's and Onions

th· Harrv (:autman
Here is the moment you have
all been eagerly waiting. for since
last year. The votes are now in
and counted. This years Harry's
and Onions Awards represents
months of careful, painstaking
research. In every case 1 have
tried very hard to give every person mentioned just what he or she
deserves. Harry 's are good,
Onions are bad, and the rest of
the awards speak for themselves.
Harry of the Year - The Fine
Arts Committee headed by Dr.
Roger Welchans for the Cleveland On Stage Series.
Runner Up Harry Award- The
new 19th Century <Late Victor·
ianl alcohol policy.
Onion of the Year - Those
lovely creepy crawly roaches in
Bernet.
Runner Up Onion Award . To
General Fetcho and the Campus
~eystone Kops for the best imitatlon of C:W. McCall and Alabama

State Highway Patrolmen ; and
for their diligent and tireless efforts to fulfill their sacred mis·
sion of prot~cting the p~rkin~ lots
from unshckered wmdshtelds.
\clminisu·ation \\\ards

The Walk Around and Do
Nothing Useful Award Joe Bertolone.
The You Kantz Talk About Me
Like That Award · Paul Kantz.
'\taff \\\ardc;

The First Annual Irish Buck
Award for Women's Sports Reporting · Terri Wardeiner.
The Synchronized Pizza Arri·

val Award • O.J. Dougherty.
TheC~ Sunshine Award. Carol
~tcndoza

The I'll Talk An Arm Off Anybody Award - David B.S Schultz.
The Getscher • Bouguerreau
"Name the Most Realistic Paint·
ing" Sweepstakes Winner Jerry
Kosicki.
The Best Insanity lmitalion .
F D Bufta
The Most Valuable Feature
Writers <and cutest couple)
Award - Mary Carr and Jim
Boehnlem.
The Larry Weakland Look .
Alike Award . Dustin Hoffman.
The Sonny Corleone Award Randy O'Amore.
The Or Trace Favorite
Nephew Award. Prize will be an
" A" in Dostoevsky • David
Schultz
The Always Around (for ·
tunately for Woodward and Bernstein) Award • Bill Polapchuk.
Farull\ \\\ardc;
The c 0 C. <Cutest Coach On
Campus> Award. Frank Amato
Best Arts Manager Award Dennis Dillon

t

The Ali McGraw Look Alike
Award · Jackie Schmidt.
The Most Unforgettable Cut Of
Your Life Award for "You are
simply too Cartesian." Prize will
be a Zum pot full of onions . John
Pugh
The Owen Dougherty Award
For Distinguished Letters To The
Editor for "ll is now 9:30". · Fr.

Mitzel.
The Walk.ng Around in a Fog
Award Joseph Kelly.
The You Gc~ F ' With A Smile)
Award Austm Freeley
The Good Rtddance Award •
Lawrence Monville.
(',\ MPLIS n:LEBilfTl ES

The Coveted Tough Darts
!\ward presented b~· AI < ~e Kid
d1es Pal> MacKenZie • T1m Tacofano
.
.
The Mary Torchia Favonte
Campus Celebnty Award - Joe
Marino.
The What Me? Award present ·
ed to the most sought- after guy
on campus · Ed Rybka.
1!'e . A.M F Award · John
Whttestde
. The I'll Make Your Ad Deadhne Award <Next Time) . Jean
Collerean.
The Hey! Bel~eve It Or Not, 1
Used to Be .A Ntce Guy Award Rob Cummmf(S.

Despite our erratic spring,
warm weather will be coming
soon In many places in the United Slates, keeping cool during the
summer means going to the
beach However, this is not the
case in Cleveland. To keep cool in
Cleveland try visiting one of our
many ice - cream parlors.
There are a number of chain
ice- cream parlors in the Cleveland area. An old standby is the
Dairy Queen. All sundaes. sodas,
parfaits, and banana splits are
made with either chocolate or
vanilla frozen custard \Vhat
makes these unique are the
seemingly endless number of

loppmgs to choose from. U aL·
mosphere is not important to you,
then try one of these OQ's · on
Chagrin near the Village Shopping Center. on Wilson Mills in
Hilllop Shopping Plaza, or on
Mayfield Rd., in Mayfield
Heights.
Two comparable ice cream
parlor chains are Helen Hutch·
ley's and Baskin Robbins. Baskin
Robbins advertizes 31 <some·
limes exotic) ice- cream flavors.
but Helen Hutchley's is not far
behind. This allows a lot of room
for ice cream creativity. Some
local Baskin Robbins are located
on Fairmount and Cedar. Mayfield Rd. in Mayfield Heights
<farther east from DQ). inside

Beaudry Elections
The Christian Life Community,
called by God's will to be
apostles of Christ Jesus. sends
greetings to the campus of John
Caroll. Once again. it's time for
seniors to vote. For what you
ask? Beaudry Award ... Oh
yea ...Say, could you run through
that once more?
[l's no wonder that in past
years. the meaning of the
Beaudry Award has been
distorted into somewhat of a
popularity contest. This is not
intended to discredit past win·
ners of this coveted award, but
rather to present a clearer underslanding of its true nature.
Twenty- five years ago, Robert
J. Beaudry was killed in a plane
crash on his way home from
Georgetown Law School at which
he was a freshman. rt seems that
Beaudry was an exceptional
person in every way, a fine
student, and notably well·
rounded. He was an officer in
practically every organization on
campus, with a genuine,
magnetic personality. At the
funeral, Father Schell said it

best: "Bob did more good in his
short life than most people do in a
lifetime."
Each year since 1951. an award
in his memory has been
presented to the graduating senior voted by bis classmates as
exemplifying the standards of
Christian leadership manifested
in academic achievement and
active contribution to the Carroll
community.
Bob Beaudry set the pace by
mvesting free lime and care into
campus projects. minus any type
of selfish motivation. The Chris·
lian Life Community hopes that
the seniors will evaluate as tho·
roughly and honestly as possible
the final nominees and choose
that person they believe most
closely represents the afore mentioned qualities. In the
meantime, we send you love and
prayers.
Final elections will be held
May 3 & 4 in the SAC building.
The nominees are: Joe Fox, Rob
Cummings, Mary Jo Casserly,
and Diane Coolican.

Tonight, April 30
_Student Union Mixer, "Bock," 9 p.m .. 1 a .m , Gym, $1.75·
w1th fee card. FREE.
'
"Camelot," 8:30 p.m ., Little Theatre, FREE.
Envi.ronmental Education meetings by Ohio Academy of
Sciences, 1 p.m . and 7 p.m
Saturday, May 1
Tennis, JCU vs. Bethany, 1 p m .
Track. JCU vs. Hiram, 1 p .m
"Camelot." 8:30 p.m., LitUe Theatre, FREE.
Sunday, May 2
Student Union Movie, "Paper Chase," 7·30 p.m, Kulas Aud.,
$1 50.

"Camelot." 8:30 p .m .. , Little Theatre. FREE.
Tuesday. May 4
Baseball, J CU vs. Allegheny (2), 1 p .m
Wednesday, May 5
Bicentennial Lecture, "Alternatives for America," Mary K.
Howard. Associate Professor. Department of History, 7:30-9:30
p.m., Jardine Hoom, FREE <supported by a grant from the
Ohio Program on the Humanities.)
Friday, May 7 and Saturday, May 8
Track. P A.C Championships, Wasmer Field
Sunday, May 30
90th Annual Commencement, 2 p.m, Rodman T"rrace and
Quadrangle, guest speaker and honorary degree recipient Bob
Hope.

LTS' ''CameIot'' ch·IVGIrous

By Sr. Mary Ellen Greeley
Sunday evemng J treated
myself to the current Little
Theatre production of Camelot A
treat because the cast members
seemed to believe in their parts,
lines were clear, staging was ex·
cellent, and rented costumes
added to authenticity.
The music or Camelot. of
course, is lovely, and while one
can't help thinking of Robert

Spring T ime is Ice Cream Time Here
B' .lim Boehnlein
\nd :\I an ('a rr

Events Schedule

-

Goulet and other memorable
voices the cast gives a commend
al>le rendition of the Iynes.
Bouquets go to the leads for
professional acting efforts and
p<>rfect memory work. Katherine
Ledwith, Denn1s l.ane. and
Ernest Wenin~er really succeed
10 presentmg the pathos of a
dream shattered of the essence of
real nobility. strength, and weak
ness. Terry Johnson in the serio -

comic role of Pellimore m•arly
~tt•als the sho\\ The supporlmg
artors, cspectall:v freshmt•n Joe
Perret. and the chorus are also
good Sheila Haney at piano and
th<' mnke up artists round out a
troupe that is a tribute to C'arol
Oou[Uterty. Carol surely has
talent to inve;t in future C• rroll
and p1·ofcsional theatre.
Onn't miss a chance to sec ·•
fret• ··th1s delightful show.

News Notes

th 1ch1 ond Ma 1, and L
.,~=ill''h--J
• •
• a.tb pre:- · ·
L r,u
v
~ t·....-=-"""""~~
rin and l..ee In Shaker Heights. sents The Sound or Spring. The airy Ia ~ aa ~
Much closer to John Carroll is concert co . stars St. Joseph's Studtt>S Colloquia, Documentary
Helen llutchley's on Cedar and College Chorale from West Hart- Film in America, Lobe held :\1ay
Green. Helen Hutchley's offers a ford, Connecticut It takes place 5 6th m the C W RU Strosacker
little in atmosphere, as well as a Saturday, April 24 at s p.m. in Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. each
good selection of candies.
Kulas with admission of $1.50 for evening. Admission Is $1 50
adults and $1 for students.
Many lop named rilmmakers
A newcomer in the Cleveland
will be present. I-"'or more m·
area is Zip's. on Mayfield and
forrnnlton call 368-2.'HO.
Green. where one can make his Room I presents Carroll's own
own sundaes.
BradJey. Maurer, and Guy Per· ..
reiti this Saturday, May 1 at 9·30 1'h<' .study of Violence and Ag·
For real homemade ice cream. p.m. Admission is $1, 75 cents gress10n Is the top1c of n ne~
though. try Connor's on Mayfield with fee card.
course, Psychology 299B. _It ts
Rd. in Lyndhurst. Some of the
sponsored by the Begun Institute.
most creative and delicious sun·
For more information, contact
daes can be enjoyed here. There The Honors Department is offer· Dr McLean at 491-4251
is also a large candy shop too. ing a summer course on the
A new surprise in the area is "Ethics of Conservation." It is
the recently opened Eakair's, open to all students and will take
place from August 2. 16th at Isle ~- H~nry F. Birkenhauer. S ~ .
located in Cedar Center. across Royal National Park in Michi· ts ~rgt~g support of the OIG Btl!.
from the theater. Their menu in· gan. For further information Th1s btll would restore full fundeludes sandwiches, omelettes, contact Mr Pugh at 491-4315.
ing to the Ohio Instructional
and salads, along with an unGrant Program and was mtro·
believable variety of fancy sunduced in the Ohio House of Re·
daes.
The Cleveland Jazz Workshop is presentalives this week. Several
The two sundaes which we being presented in concert here hunctJ:ed JCU_ students stand ~o
tried were the Chic of Arabv. at JCU in Kulas Auditorium on benefit from 1ts passage. Now IS
consisting of turkish coffee ice Sunday, May 9. at 4 p.m. The the time to writ_e or call your
cream, raspberry sherbert, Workshop is a large group spe· s~ate representatiVe an~ to urge
caramel sauce, marshmallow cializing in Jazz and rock. Ad· htm or _her ~o support thts. propossauce. and charlotte russe; and mission is $3.50. $1 with a fee cd legtslat1on. House Btll 1849.
lheParadise Enow, created from card.
French vanilla ice cream. raspberry sherbert, pineapple and
raspberry sauce. whipped
cream, and pecans Both were
e.xceptionally good.
This is a far cry from the local
drugstore's soda fountain. The
building's orange and gold color
scheme is carried out through
large geometric designs on the
wall, in the carpeting, as well as
the tinted mirrors. The most in·
teresting aspect is the overhead
stained - glass ceiling. The at·
mosphere is very friendly and the
service is good.
Have an enjoyable lime
satisfying your sweet tooth and
beating the heat.
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Conference
Stickmen First ln
R\ .Jim ltt>ho

David J o nes

Jones Qualifies for NCAA
By Terri Wardeint'r

("\ Sports Editor

Track star David Jones rii has
qualified for a place in the NCAA
Division III National meet m the
220 yd dash. Qualirying time was
22.0 and David ran 21.8 which
also tied the JCU record.

According to Stup1ca. "David
1s much more sure of himself this
year He doesn't fall apart in de·
feat and has a much better attitude
"David is a hard worker. He
sets his own goals and is mtenl on
achieving them "
Jones enjoys college competition and shares the optimistic
attitude of his teammates toward
a Conference championship.
"The only thing that may hinder
us.'' he states. "is injuries."

Having just missed qualifying
Cor the event last year by a mistake in timing, Jones was deter·
mtned to achieve his goal this
year With the remaining meets,
he also has the opportunity and
Along with track, Jones 1s a
the potential to qualify for the 100 halfback for the football team
yd . dash, long jump, and the 440 and a sports reporter for the Carrelay of Bill Kern. Charles Me roll News. He is a speech major
Bee, Tyrone McF ·e. and Jones. and hopes to continue in the field
of Public Relations or possibly
.Jones hails from Toledo, Ohio Broadcasting after graduation.
where he ran track at Toledo Ile is also interested in coaching
Scott high school for four years. high school track and football .
He was then recruited for the

The Cavafiers are not the only
"rags to riches" athletic team in
Cleveland this year Although
somewhat less highly publicized
than the Cavs, the Blue Streak
baseball team has accomplished
quite a turnabout of its own
Commg of! last season's 7 · 13
ledger. the Streaks have surged
to a 6 • 1 conference mark 17-6
overalll and first place in the
PAC.
The Streaks' performance has
been considerably better than
their overall record would seem
to indicate. The Streaks have a 1 5 independent record, having lost
doubleheaders to both Youngstown State and Akron, a pair or
much larger schools than JCU.
''Playing our best lineup, we've
only lost to one Division III team
all vear " comments Schweick·
ert. "tn the second game agamst
Akron, Jeff Cash had a 1 - 0 lead
and a no - hitter with two out in
the last inning. Heartbreakingly,
he then walked two batters, surrendered a double, and walked
another two hitters. forcing in the
losing run in a 2 - 1 setback.
Since the opening non - confer·
ence loss to Hiram. the Streaks
have been dominating PAC foes.
CWRU was their first victim,
with hurler Bob Dunford copping
a 10 · 6 Y.in. The Streaks then sp!it
a doubleheader with Thiel,
triumpbing2- 1 and being defeated6-l.
Against Washington and Jefferson, the Streaks swept both
ends of a doubleheader. 9 - 8 and 5
- 4.

The Streaks gamed revenge
against Hiram, agam sweeping a
doubleheader. 4 1 and 3. o.
Alemagno, an outstanding
freshman, heads the pitching
staff with a 4 0 record and a 2.59
earned - run average Dunford is
2 - 1 with a 4 .17 e.r.a .• whlle Cash
is I -2 with a 4 28 mark Cash has
only allowed a total of seven hits
in the three games he has pitched, but has been hurt bv control
problems Ph1l Zito, the other
starling pitcher. is 0 · 3.
Much of the Streaks' success
can be attributed to a much- improved hitting attack. The team's
composite average is .268, up
from about .200 in 1975. Schweickert especially cites the improvement of second - baseman
Ara Bagdasarian and third baseman Ed Bailey, both of
whom hitless than 190 last year.
Bagdasarian has a team - leading
.370 average. while Bailey is hilling at a .286 clip
Senior outfielder John O'Hare
is tied for the team lead with 14
hits and leads in two - baggers
with four Another senior out-

News Staff Attempts Softball
R~ .Jrrr~

Kosicki
STATE
PARK> The pitcher. his knee
shattered by a screaming line
drive. was writhing in pain on the
ground The batter was racing
toward rirsl base. From the outfield the soft. dainty voice of
Terri "Musclt>s" Wardeiner
shreiked, ''Jer, you clown, pick
C PUNDERSO~

Streaa aad, acco!dial t.o Coach

.....,.._ _'="~'.co t11p1ca . has "lmprovNf much
"lllCC high school and thiS
best year yet."

IS

hiS

.Jones also feels that an im·
provemcnt in his form, due to the
fact that Coach Stupica threatened to make him run with a fool
ball helmet on to keep his head
still, was responsible for bringing
his limes down

8) l.t>n .John 'ion

As the school year rapidly
<h'aws to a close, so too does the
track season, and as yet the Blue
Streak cindermen are virtually
untested.

At present, they are 4 and 1,
having run only three meets, as
two Conference rivals forfeited.
Thetr only loss came early in the
season to CWRU. a team that has
since been beaten twice. With
only two dual meets left, Hiram
looms as the Streaks' toughest
competition
The season's best limes and
distances so far will undoubtedlv
be seen at this meet. scheduled
for Saturday at Wasmer l''ield.
Stncc the cindermen have had
literally no competition. a pre·
view ullhe PAC Championships.
1\tay 7 and 8, cannot involve a
lime - distance comparison. ln-.tead. the prev1ew \\ill take the
form of a hypothetical champton·
ship meet, with scoring based on
lhl• talents and capabilities of the
performers.

Triple Jump - Hiram. JCU. es. is that the Streaks should win
CWRU
the meet, but that it will by no
Just from this short preview of means by easy r\ total team efevents. it is evident that the thin- fort is needed and everyone must
clads should dominate the Con- come through in his respective
ference meet. However. Coach event. Such an optimistic predicStupica is taking no chances and tion may be putting the team on
making no predictions.
the spot, but no one is even considering the choke this year. As
The general feeling among far as the team IS concerned, it's
team members. as well as coach- "go big or go home."

•

Predictions are us follows:
100 yd dash- JCU, Hiram, Cl\TU
120 hiRh hurdles - ll1ram .•ICU.
Allegheny
ol-lO yd. dash Hiram. C:\:JU, JCU
880 yd dash • CWH.U. C\\RU.
J!'U
l\ltlc run · CWRU. CWRU • .JCU
220 vd dash- JCU. JCU, Hiram
440 Intermediates · JCU, Allegh·
cny. lliram
3 mile run - CWRU, JCU. JCU
l\!Jie relav - JCU. Hiram, C:\lU
Javelin ·JCU. Thiel. Hiram
Discus· W & J, CMU, CWRU
Shot put - W & .J, CWlUJ. W & J
Pole vault - Bethany. JCU. JCll
LungJump-JCU. CWRU.Itiram
High Jump· CWRU. Allegheny,
JCU

fielder. Bruce C1cherchi. is hitling .283 and leads the Streaks in
r.b.i production with eight.
Catcher Bob Tumberger and
shortstop are also solid, batting
.278 and 273 respectively.
Due to injuries to Ted Pappas
and Mike McCullough, freshman
Larry Wcrbeach has recently
been a full time infielder. Wer·
beach, normally the Streaks' de·
signated hitter, is connecting at
an excellent 326 rate. He is cur·
rently second m the PAC batting
race.
Allegheny. the perennial PAC
champion. has already dropped a
doubleheader to Bethany this
season. Because of this, Coach
Schweickert feels that the
Streaks stand a good chance of
capturing the PAC crown. " If we
win four of our last five PAC
games, no matter which four.
we'll at least lie for the championship." explains Schweickert.
The Streaks play a home doubleheader today at 2 p.m. Dave
Mosier will start one game. with
the other starting pitcher not yet
determined.

Joe Sullivan. followed close behind
stride to a fast rinish in the mile run.

up the ball and get him out! ..
What's the matter with you? You
lazy load, move'"
This incident shows that anything can happen at the CN staff
outings, and usually does. This
year's game marked the first
lime that softball was s ubstituted
for football The usual starr
grousing accompanied the
change. although the same
complaints were originally made
a aimt football .
Powerful Patty Lamiell. when
not sitting m the mud. led the victorious team with four hits in five
times at bat David B S. Schultz,
a recent inheritor of Jerry
Kosicki's feature editing job, got
even by hilling him with a line
drive. Larry "Dusty'' Weakland,
the other half of the famed Woodward
Bernstein partnership,
promised a hand grenade.
Schultz, also a defensive star.
threw out ~o \1ore D' Amore
from centerfield. preventing a
home run. ~o \tore's only comment is unprintable.
Tim "Fountain" Leddv came
orr his death bed to tum in a
heroic performance of sitting on
third base Terri Wardeiner.
spent her time running from
bees in the outfield and chasing
snakes and occasional spiders.
1\tiss Wardemcr. although insisting she can't hit. proved lbat she
can by giving this writer a right
to the jaw after seeing this article
Terrible Tommv Me~eill
showed his c.:.;pertise at chasing
foul balls in the swamp. and
turnc·d in se\icral good hits. mcluding two home runs. An attempt to !'('peat his .>coring
success latc1 that evening was
l'ained out.
Bunting Bc·tsy Trocki. was the
ex·feature<l player and <'Onrributcd ~evcral key outs.
Patty Bchmt::r, after reaching
second base on a sharp double to
left £ield. ;;cored on a long home
run bv Dan CF.) Bu!>ta .
nahling Dame! t l''.) Busta
made everyone \\ish that pitcher
meant a glass of water, but m
late evening action retained his
status as world champion
psychologist. ncading off a Jail
minute challenge by a guy wno
sounded like Rodney Dangerfield, and looked like Dustin Hoffman.
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Matt Pentz prep ares to m eet the tennis ball in a powerful
fore ha nd to h is oppone nt.

Netters Eye Championship
•h n :111 Fil·ke.,

"We're looking to the PAC
Championship to vindicate our
regular season record." said
tennis tri-captain Dan Stemmann . "All we want is one last
victorv." The team now carries a
2·5 overall record.
Tri-captain Greg Taptich ft>els.
'' If we play the way we know we
can. we'll ha\'e a good showing_"
Tri-captain Dan Klein also has
faith in the netters. "I think we're
the th1rd best team in the Con·
ference. though our record
doesn't show it." Klein ranks
JCU behind Case and Allegheny
·•case is the only one that
really beat us In the other
matches we were in il the whole
way," commented 1'aptich
The last competil1on berore the
finals 1s the Clevclancl.. 'fQw-na·
.............-~ ~~ins toda~ at 3
p.m . at Case
n continues
tomorrow at 10 a .m.
The roundation or the team ISm
the three seniors. Dan Stein·
mann. Klein and Taptich. all of
whom will play in the championship Each has bt>t>n a part of the
team every year h<' has attended
JCU.and has lettered each year.
Klein. who started playing
when 15, held fourth singles posi·
tion as a freshman and now plays
first singles. He also has played
doubles each yt'ar Klem is from
Cleveland and attended St Ignatius, where he competed on the
tennis team his senior year.
"I've improved steacllly over
the last four yea1·s." Klein
remarked. "It's heE'n a great
lime and I wouldn't trade it for
anything."
Steinmann, 11 psychology
major from St Louis started
playing tennis in the seventh
grade. lie held a posit 10n on his
high school team all four years
and t•aptainE'd it as a senior.
Steinmann has played m both
single; and doubles positions .
'':\ly tennis career here was
marked with ups and downs. but I

0

had a run lime." he said.
Taplich began his tennis career
his junior year at Toledo Sl
John. He has played mostly second singles and first doubles for
the JCU team
When asked to comment about
his years on the team. he quip·
ped. ''f"m not going to be playing
.Jimmy Connors tomorrow." and
continued. "'l enjoyed it. I had a
good time traveling and meeting
other guys in the Conference."

tht'1r maugural season with a 2·5
record. and Coach Ron Zwierlein
The 1976·76 Y.mter sport." ban- pre~ented awards to the 1975·76
quet was hl•ld Thun;day and the Most Valuable Swimmer, captain
m<kit \'aluable and most im- Bert \taxwell. to the ~tost lm·
pro,·ed members of the ba..,ket- proved Swimmers, divers John
ball. wrcstlin~. sw1mmmg, girl's Barrod and Warren Potonak, and
basketball and chct•rleading singled out Mike Breier for a
squads were named . In all, 54 Coaches Award All will be back
men and women receivt'd lt>lters to compete next season.
or award" or spt'Cial significance
Saul Cyvas and Dudley Murphy
were the awardces for Coach Ed
Janka's basketball squad .
Those receiving fourth year Murphy. who led the team in
letters in wrt>Stling were· Mark scoring with 12 pomts per ~ame.
llawald, the 1975 76 captain, an was named the Most Valuable
All Amt>ncan and PAC champ, Player He is a junior and will rc·
Jack Mulhall, anothe r PAC turn next vear, as will the 6'7"
champ. Ken Meditl. an All· Cyvas. who was named the Most
American, and Mike Jianelli. Improved Player The lanky cen
Mary Beth Strube was also ter was second in the PAC in rehonored for her four years of ser· bounding with a 9.8 average per
vice as the wrestling manager.
Conch
Tony
DeCarlo's
\Hestlers fimshed second in lhe
Division In finals and ended up
14th in the Nation overall. Mark
Among the many "wmmng
Hawald was cited by his team· traditions" at Carroll, one
mates as the Most Valuable winning streak has bt>en ovt>r·
Wrestler for this season Sopho- looked - that of the brotherhood
more Jim Weir, who de"eloped of Alpha Kappa Psi .
into a PAC and NCAA Division
During the course of th1s school
III Champion and finished !ii:<th year. AKY has been dominant in
in the countrv at 1511 overall was some of the most keenly comp<'ti·
named the· :\lost Improved tive inter · organizational con·
Wrestler. llnwald will relurn for frontations that Carroll has to
onl:'scmester next year, and Weir offer Although intt>r - fratl.'rmty
has two more yea1·s to go
rivalries have lx·cn played down
The swimming team finished in recent years. in fa"or of the

Although the women's tennis
team has compiled a record of n
3, thl.lli. w lh -• · ·uu· ·
to show.
Coach Kathleen :'~fanning and
her nclters fell to Case Western
Rcsen·e 1-4. Akron University 1·
4, and Lorain Community College
2·4. The Blue Streaks played their
fin<'Sl match against Case, one of
the best teams in the area
Lauri ~tiller leads the Blue
and Gold nellers with an 2·1 record. \11SS ~tiller. a singles
player. lost only to an Akron
University oppont>nt. Miller was
down 0-5 in the first set, came
back and tied the match 5·5. but
lost 5·7 The circumstances re(X'aled themselves in the second
set; \:Iiller down ().4, came back
and tied the match 4-4, but fell 4·
6. 'Tt was one of the best mat
ches I ever watched," stated
coach Manning. "Lauri is an excellent tennis player "
Kathleen Kramer is the team's
numher two singles player Miss
Kramer. whose record is 1·2.
played an _excellent _match
against Loram Commumty Col·
lege.
:\tari Gonzales. number three
singles player. has a record of 03.
''Mari. who never played

I

consists of the duet of Terri
Castro and Sue Tclischnk has a
I'<'Cord of I 2 Castro and
Telischak trnpJ•oved much suwc
thl• C'Xpt•ril'lll'\' of their fin;t loss to <'a~<' Tlw tluu

smglcs before, is now playing
good funclamenlal tennis," commented Coach Manning
Tht" doubles teams are playing
W('li

hut

lad~

• tog
r.
number
one doubles team co~c;fsting or
Diane Seifert and Fran '1\.,.omey
has compiled a record of 0·3.
Siefert and 1\vomey played their
rin<'sl match against Case.
The numbt>r two doubles team

421 ·2900
321·2977
621 ·4546
:.>450 Fairmont Blvd. 1838 Coventry Rd. 1250 Superior Ave.
Cedar Fa~rmont
Cleveland Hts.
Park Centre

more talented independent
teams, thl' fact still remains that
organizational teams may only
draw from tht· ranks of their
m<.•mhers This eliminates any
type of st>a~onal rt'CrUIII~ and
should be a dt•finite disadvant·
age.
Jlowt'ver. m the case of Alpha
Kappa Ps1, thb hnndicap has
bt'l!n O\'l'rcomc and the fratern1ty
manag<'d to collel't four major
championshi~ th1s year.
Among their \'it•tori<.>S nrc the
l'(lVl'tt•l! intramural football .
trophy, the l'<IIIUlly sou~ht aHer
haskl•lbnll title, the :m<·foot and
und<'l' dwmp m the one on·one
l'Om!Wt ilion, and, for the intelle<.'·
tuallv mchn<'d , llw pr<>sllgwus
\nvw how\
<' lC.t'11l\)hht"

l'hampion~htp Thi!o<
l\W Wl<l\•\y V;Uil-d

C4l

defeated l..orain Communrry Col
lege. but lost a close mat<'h
a~ainst Akron University.
All of the players will return
with the exception of the tt•am's
only senior. Sue Telischak

rou are. cordially iut"ited (() auend

(I

Mw~s (~r 'I'IHmk>ipil'ing

and tiH· joy of }wne James u(l("/dtl~ .';.,/... ./O:Wflh .S(·hell.

SJ..

and Vr. f)r. Edu-ard Walters N•lebratillf{ .10 .w•urs l~f' .' if' t"l' il'l'

May 2, 6:30 Kulas Auditorium

-----------------------------------Canoeing May 12 ( 13?}
Mohican State Park
Inquire at

Chapel Office A
"AU.~e~"

game.
In women's basketball, senior
captain Bcv W1lki~'i was a fourth
vcar wmnt>r. The team wt>nt to
the Oh1o State Tournament this
year. largely on the shooting or
their Most Valuable Player.
freshman Terry Schaefer. The
hot ;:hooting center hit for over 20
points JX'r game, and had games
where sht> scored thirtY or more.
May Kay Ruvolo was praised
bv Coach .John Ambrosic for her
dt•lermination and received the
HtL'itle Award. Karen McDonnell
was nomed the captain for next
yca1·'s squad.
ChC<'rleaders Noreen Hackey,
!\arb Blodt'n and Ma•·ian Kinney
Wl'l'e also honored for their four
Y<'nrs of ~ervice to th<' Blue
Strc<tk causes.

Alpha Kappa Psi is Intramural Power

Women Netters Show Poise

DISCOUNT FOR ALL JCU
FACULTY & STAFF

I 0 ~ STUDENTS,

.Jacl. Schufrt>idt>r

by May 5

Directed Retreat
May 12-22
Colombiere Michigan
Inquire at Chapel Office A
Few spaces left.
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Seniors Leave with LaughS"alid Hope
Ry Tim Garrit)
The end of four long, hard
years of struggle will come to an
end for many John Carroll
students who will be receiving
their diplomas on Commence·
ment Day. A source of admira·
tion and certainly inspiration is
round in this years commencment speaker. Bob Hope
A ve~y b':'5Y man Hope finds it
to be his highest honor that college students constantly request
him as a commencement
speaker. College students like his
straight - from the shoulder. tellit-like-it is approach to life.

early years. He attended Fairm.ount Grammar and Junior
H1gh Schools.
On~ of his eal'ly jobs was
handmg out newspapers on
Euclid Ave. According to one
s tory , John D. Rockefeller
bought a paper from Hope, but he
did not have the correct change,
and neither did Hope. So, a s the
story goes, Hope had to run for
several blocks before he could
fi~d change. He soon came back
wtth the small amount due Mr.
Rockefeller.
During his years at East High
School he worked as a delivery
boy, a soda fountain clerk and a
shoe salesman.
The year after he left high
school, Hope earned enough
money to take dancing lessons
and eventually took over the
classes of one of his teachers in
1922. His first professional appearance occurred in a Cleveland
appearance of a Fatty Arbuckle
show with George Burns. Both
men booked into a tabloid show in
which they danced, did comedy
bits, and Hope sang in the show's
quartet and doubled on the saxa·
phone. This act lasted for two
years. The partners then broke
into Vaudeville. After some time
working·in Vaudeville, Burns and

DiCaprio Investigates
the "Good
Life''
causes of abnormal behavtor are
R\ Jane Kvacek
('~ ~ews Editor

discussed so that they may be
applied to the individual. Each
Dr.
Nicholas
D1Caprto , model fits some type or person, or
associate professor of psy· certain types of problems. Then
chology. has recently completed one can try to "see himself" in a
his second book, entitled ' 'The model which focuses on a distincGood Life -- Models of a Healthy tive problem, such as over·
Personality." The book deals coming loneliness, producing
with the ideas of several famous security, and reducing tensions
scientists concerning two major and conflict.
topics: Ideal living and healthy
Through the study or models of
personality growth.
personality, DiCaprio feels that
In the preface to the book, the precision and scope or per:
DiCaprio states that " 'two objec- sonal knowledge and also that of
tives will be especially stressed : others can be increased
knowledge of concepts and apDiCaprio's first book, ''Perplication of principles to sonality Theories: Guides to
problems of daily living. Essen· Living." was completed in 1974.
lially, the book deals with the art Its purpose was to present the
or living from the perspective distinctive features of the major
and experience of outstanding theories of personality and their
personality specialists. It implication for everyday life.
presents their insights into the The te xt is organized to treat the
structure, dynamics, and growth major aspects of personality and
of personality."
living - development, learning,
DiCaprio explained that he motivation, conflict, and models
"went through hundreds of or the good life.
original source articles and
In addition to completing two
books for the purpose of deriving books DiCaprio has also
the rich ideas of those who had developed a new form of
the most to say about life and behavior therapy which he
effective living in order to named verbal satiation therapy.
present the material for students This form of therapy deals
and the nonspecialists so that directly with anxiety words,
they could profit from the or- phrases, and images by
dinarily unavailable writings." prolonged exposure. rapid repiti·
In "The Good Life", models of tion, and other forms or distortion
personality are surveyed and for the purpose of neutralizing
ideas about the nature and th'
e1r emotional char~~:e.
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Mr. Hope has received many
awards for his outstanding
humanitarian service. Some of
his awards include· the Congressional Medal of Honor. the Distinguished Public Service Medal
<the highest award the military
can bestow upon a civilian). and
the Comedian of the Century
Award.
llope has been heralded as an
individual ''whose credo is the
lifting of the human spirit." Hope
in following this credo has given
invaluable service to mankind
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twenty two years ago that they
were officially recognized as citizens despite the fact that they
had been here centuries before
the first white settlers.
The Indian influence like our
Spanish • Mexican heritage pre-

vades the e ntire countr y.
Throughout the continental United States, Alaska included. the
Indians have left their mark.
Many of our geographic names
are Indian or Indian influenced.
Consider a few: Mississippi,
Delaware, Iowa, Kansas {named
for the Kansa Indians), Cuyahoga, Allegheny, Huron, Ottawa, ·
Miami, Ohio, Pontiac and
Dakota.
Putting geography as1de tor
awhile. there is no disputing the
fact that the Indians have influenced US history. Yet. how
many or us really know anything
about the Indians? We are all
aware that they live on reservations. We also know that the Indians suffer from a high rate of
alcoholism. If you happen to be a
sports fan you might know or Jim
Thorpe and recently Sonny Sixkiller. But, could you name the
tribe Jim Thorpe belonged to'?
Aside from what I have mentioned most Americans. black and
white, are largely ignorant about
this segment of our society.
Russell Means of the A.I.M., in
a warning to America, promised
that the Indians would extinguish
ceremonial Cires and disrupt any
other ceremonies they could to
draw attention to their situation.

Because ot Amenca ·s gross In·
dian ignorance many non · Indians will consider the acts of the
Indians to be unappreciative.
They will remember Alcalraz
and Wounded Knee but previously convinced that those incidents were inspired by irresponible radicals they will begin to
wonder if they ever really knew
the Indian .
Interestmgly enough this confusion can be avoided. To do so it
is only necessary that non - Indian America become more
familiar with the Indian. I do not
mean the next time you are in
Flor ida take a trip to a Seminole
reserva lion so you can be depressed for a few days and lhen later
forget it. Instead. read. think and
listen and in the process you will
learn things you never lhought
possible. Maybe during the
course of this reorientation vou
might, in attempting to understand the Indians, learn a little
about yourself If that should oc·
cur then it truly would be a learn·
ing exper·ience .
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Yet m Amer1ca there exrsts a
segment of our society that will
not be so exhuberant. Our native
citizens, the Indians, will not be
celebrating. For them. the
American dream has yet to become a rearty
I
It was onIy

~01 , .:!0! ~

!)\'

10 :

In this, our bicentennial year,
America will soon celebrate its
accomplishments, achievements
and successes. We will show to
the world that a republican form
of government where the people,
more or less, rule can exist for
two hundred years. Swept by undaunted enthusiam we will opti·
mistically forecast another two
hundred years of individual
freedom, self reliance and
inalienable rights.
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troupe" entertammg wounded
veterans throughout the U.S.
In addition to entertaining
G.l .'s Mr. Hope has entertained
heads of state such as Britain's
Royal Family, the King and
Queen of Thailand and seven
Ame rican Presidents.
A dream come true is now
being realized for Mr. Hope and
his wife Dolores The third phase
of the operation and building of
the Eisenhower Medical Center
in Palm Desert is almost com·
plete. The Medical Center is a
beneficiary of the Bob Hope
Desert Classic. More than five
million dollars has been raised
for the center and other desert
charities by the tournament.

Bicentennial and the American Indians
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Hope broke up. Hope continued
doing. " single". Vaudeville un~il
he f1nally h1t Broadway m
''Ballyhoo" in 1932. A succession
of New York h1ts followed. In
1~38. Mr. Hope became the star of
his own rad1o show. Throughout
the nextl8 years he performed in
1.145 radio programs His shows
aired at _various m1litary bases
and he d1d many broadc~sts for
the Armed Forces Rad10 Network.. . .
. Begmnmg m 1950 and continumg through today Hope has perf~r~ed in more than 270 tele·
VISIOn programs. The current
television season sees him
co~pleting ~ree or his comedy
vanety spec1als. He makes an
effort toward a " new look" on
every show, which has kept him
at the top of the Nielsen ratings.
Hope is noted for his contribu·
tions to the armed services.
Throughout World War II and the
Korean Conflict he traveled more
than a million miles while entertaining more than ten million
troops. Beginning in 1948 he
began hiS senes 01 t.;nrlstrnas
shows. After his 22nd overseas
show in 1972. he announced that it
was his last Christmas show
However, the following year
found Mr. Hope and his " mini-
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